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Securing Our Homeland, Strengthening Our Liberties

The national effort to protect our homeland focuses on preserving the "unalienable rights that are essential to the strength and security of our nation: life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." Thus, if developed properly, our homeland security efforts should reinforce the civil liberties and values that make America strong.

The challenge, however, is to develop homeland security initiatives that are consistent with our society's constitutional guarantees relating to privacy, due process, and civil liberties. As our government develops post 9/11 homeland security initiatives in areas such as immigration, intelligence collection, law enforcement, and the use of new technologies it must thoughtfully and carefully review their impact on our fundamental freedoms. To conduct such a review requires both leadership and an evaluative framework to guide the government.

For example, if there is not adequate leadership within the government to guide privacy policy, there may be unnecessary impositions on the freedoms and privileges enjoyed in the United States. Likewise, homeland security could suffer if needed initiatives do not gain public support due to meritorious concerns about privacy protections. As the Advisory Panel to Assess Domestic Response Capabilities for Terrorism Involving Weapons of Mass Destruction, also known as the Gilmore Commission ("Gilmore Commission"), found last December "[g]overnments must look ahead at the unintended consequences of policies in the quiet of the day instead of the crisis of the moment."

Federal Government Privacy:
Leadership and Accountability Is Lacking

In February 2003, the General Accounting Office (GAO) released a report finding that the Administration was not providing sufficient leadership, oversight, and guidance on privacy issues, in particular, the Privacy Act. The assessment was based on feedback from twenty-four different agency representatives who said that, in addition to gaps in guidance from the Office of Management and Budget, agencies were not prioritizing the need to comply with the Privacy Act and were not providing sufficient employee training on the Act. The GAO stated that if these issues were not addressed, the "government will not be able to provide the public with sufficient assurance that all legislated individual privacy rights are adequately protected."

The federal government’s failure to adequately protect individual privacy rights, especially those required by law, may be due in part to the deprioritization of privacy within the Executive

---
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Branch. In 1998, President Clinton required every agency to "designate a senior official within the agency to assume primary responsibility for privacy policy." The next year, the President created a "chief counselor for privacy" position for the federal government within the Office of Management and Budget to advise on privacy issues. The counselor reviewed proposals before they went public and when there were privacy problems fixed them before the proposals were implemented.

The privacy counselor position was eliminated, however, at the beginning of the current Administration. This occurred despite the urging of many in the private sector, academia, and the government to fill the position. In addition, many of the senior officials assigned to handle privacy policy within the federal agencies left the government and were never replaced. Thus, there is no senior official within the White House or Office of Management and Budget leading the effort to secure our homeland by strengthening our citizen's liberties and privacy. No one is providing meaningful leadership in either of these offices to evaluate privacy in new technologies throughout the federal government.

Recognizing the need to have someone responsible for privacy relating to homeland security programs, Congress required the Department of Homeland Security to create a "privacy office," tasking it with the following:

- Ensuring that Department of Homeland Security complies with the Privacy Act of 1974;
- Adequately considering privacy when Department of Homeland Security collects, uses, and discloses personal information; and
- Properly assessing the impact of its practices and rules on privacy.

The privacy office, however, is only responsible for evaluating the privacy of programs within Department of Homeland Security. Many of the technologies, information sharing, and gathering mechanisms relating to homeland security are being implemented by the Administration in agencies other than Department of Homeland Security. The result is that there is no comprehensive and uniform evaluation of homeland security privacy issues in the federal government, especially in light of the elimination of the privacy counselor position within the White House. Without a single, accountable senior official to ensure that homeland security programs are evaluated in a uniform manner, our nation's privacy and civil liberties are at risk.


RECOMMENDATION

The Administration should move promptly to name a senior level official to be responsible for government-wide leadership on privacy issues. In recent congressional hearings, several privacy experts stated that our country needs a chief privacy officer at OMB who could advise agencies on federal privacy policies and direct government-wide policies, where needed.11 As noted by Sally Katzen, a University of Michigan Law School professor and former Office of Management and Budget official, "an office inside [the Office of Management and Budget] can provide institutional memory and sensitivity ... At the least, the appointment of a highly qualified privacy guru ... would mean that someone in a senior position, with visibility, would be thinking about these issues before — rather than after — policies are announced.12

In addition to a government-wide chief privacy officer, the federal government should reinstate senior privacy officers within each of the federal agencies to ensure that each of those agencies is accountable in its handling of privacy matters. The Homeland Security Act’s creation of a privacy office within the Department of Homeland Security can serve as model for how other agencies can structure their privacy duties. In particular, each agency should focus on privacy protections relating to the collection, use, and distribution of personally-identifiable information, ensuring that personally-identifiable information is adequately protected while in the government’s possession, and conducting privacy impact assessments on programs and policies within the each.

Technology, Privacy, and Civil Liberties: “Privacy by Design”

In recent years, technology has advanced significantly, with the advent of biometrics, supercomputing, interconnected global networks, the Internet, and other new technologies. These technologies, along with improved information sharing and collection systems, are critical tools in the battle to secure our homeland and win the war on terror. Emerging technologies give federal agencies the capability to access and analyze large amounts of information in a cohesive manner, regardless of whether that information is held in databases and networks at different agencies, thereby increasing the likelihood that we can identify potential terrorists.

Technology also gives federal agencies the capability to access homeland security information. In doing so, however, the government must ensure that information is accurate, remains confidential, and that access is limited to only appropriate personnel so as to protect civil liberties and privacy. Given the sensitivity of information gathered about individuals, it is also imperative that this data be protected during its creation, transmission, and storage.13

Likewise, if the government uses information that is held by the private sector, it must do so within a system of rules and guidelines that protect civil liberties. In today’s technology-dependent, transaction-friendly society, Americans produce millions of records of their daily activities—ranging from credit card purchases to government registration and accounting systems to logs of personal time spent on the Internet and in entertainment venues. Unchecked access to such information by the government and other entities without sufficient cause could violate many of our constitutional rights.

As noted in a bipartisan proposal developed by former government officials from the Clinton and Reagan administrations, for our government to properly protect our citizenry’s privacy it must take into account “the revolutionary changes in recent years in communication, surveillance and database technology, and the implications of those changes for individual privacy and personal liberties.”14 Unfortunately, the federal government has not conducted a comprehensive assessment of the use of new technologies and privacy in 30 years. The original Privacy Act of 1974 established the “U.S. Privacy Protection Study Commission” to evaluate the statute and issue a report on how to improve privacy protections. The Commission issued its report “Personal Privacy in an Information Society” in 1977 and ceased its operations. Since that time, there has not been a comprehensive national government-wide effort to evaluate the privacy implications of new technologies.

As a result, the government’s efforts successfully to use technology while also protecting privacy and civil liberties are lagging. In reports issued in 2002 and 2003, the Markle Foundation’s Task Force on National Security in the Information Age found that the government lacked a “systematic effort to consider the privacy implications of the proposed programs or to develop an overall policy framework that would govern the deployment of new technologies.”15 To protect civil liberties, the Task Force stated that our country needs a framework that the government can use to secure new technologies and develop privacy-protecting processes. To effectively combat terrorism and protect privacy, a framework establishing clear policies and guidelines is needed to “identify the types of databases involved, define the purposes of the data review, and clarify the authorization for collecting and disseminating whatever is found.”16 Such a framework could assist the government’s homeland security efforts, allowing it to use technology to better manage and sort the large amount of data it gathers.

A framework also can help us ensure that databases used across the government operate within federal privacy laws and do not offend our constitutional values. Protecting our homeland and protecting our citizen’s privacy should not be a “balancing act” where one is sacrificed for the benefit of the other. Rather, homeland security and privacy should reinforce one another through safeguards that build oversight and restraints on the misuse of power into our security initiatives.
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In a recent congressional hearing, Jim Dempsey, the Executive Director of the Center of Democracy and Technology, stated the government must be able to conduct "privacy by design." More specifically, he stated:

One of the best ways to protect privacy, while facilitating the effective collection and use of information where necessary to carry out a governmental function, is to raise privacy concerns early in the development of a new program, so that those concerns can be addressed and mitigated in advance.

In the past year, several homeland security initiatives have been derailed or postponed because the Administration has failed to adequately evaluate the programs' effects on privacy and civil liberties. These events make it all too clear that the federal government lacks a "privacy by design" plan. There are no consistent mechanisms or safeguards to ensure that homeland security initiatives fortify not only our physical security, but also the security of our constitutional rights.

The problems associated with the Terrorism Information Awareness (TIA) project, an initiative within the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency's Information Awareness Office, serves as an example of what can happen when proposals are launched without fully considering their impact on individual privacy. The program was designed to analyze as much information as possible on individuals and use computers and human analysis to detect potential terrorist activity. It planned to search existing databases containing information such as financial records, medical records, communication records, and travel records to find matches for particular patterns. Concerns regarding civil liberties and privacy led to Congress eliminating the Information Awareness Office responsible for creating the program.

Concerns also have been raised by the Computer Assisted Passenger Prescreening System (CAPPS II), which uses databases to check airline passengers' backgrounds and scores passengers on their potential to be a terrorist risk. Various civil liberties and privacy issues have been identified with CAPPS II, including the lack of safeguards in place to protect passengers wrongly identified as terrorists, as well as questions regarding whether adequate security protections are in place to keep hackers and other criminals from accessing the personal information of passengers. As a result, Congress mandated that the program not be deployed until the General Accounting Office (GAO) completed a privacy and civil liberties assessment of the program. The GAO report was inconclusive on TSA's privacy efforts. The report found that "until TSA completes its privacy plans and the program is further developed," it could not be determined if the agency had identified all of the privacy risks and necessary mitigation efforts.

Not only does the government lack a framework in which to evaluate emerging technologies, it does not have in place a uniform system for the collection, use, and data from private sector databases and lists. The lack of uniformity has resulted in several widely-reported incidents...
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where personally identifiable information has been turned over to the federal government or contractors without adequate controls and processes. For example, three airlines have all come forward in the past year to admit that they turned over massive amounts of passenger itineraries to the government. Specifically:

- In September 2003 JetBlue admitted that it had given five million passenger itineraries, possibly through the assistance of the Transportation Security Agency (TSA), to a defense contractor as part of a study seeking ways to identify high risk customers.22
- In January, Northwest Airlines admitted that it handed over three months of passenger records to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in 2001 for a data mining project.
- Last month, American Airlines—the world's largest airline—said that it gave approximately 1.2 million passenger itineraries to the Transportation Security Administration, as well as several research companies vying for contracts with the agency in 2002.23

These disclosures were done without notification to customers, almost all of whom are presumably law-abiding individuals with no connections to terrorists. Consequently, several federal agencies are investigating the disclosures and class action lawsuits have been filed against all three airlines for potential privacy violations.24

The result of the government’s shortcomings in building strong privacy programs is that some potentially useful information-sharing projects and mechanisms have not come to fruition. Many of these might have been successfully implemented if civil liberties and privacy had been given great attention during their development. Benjamin Franklin once said "they that would give up essential liberty to obtain a little temporary safety deserve neither liberty nor safety." Our government must strive to be better in its implementation of new programs to protect our homeland, as Americans observe both their liberty and safety.

RECOMMENDATION

In order to ensure that a comprehensive privacy and homeland security evaluation is completed, the Administration should create a new Commission on Privacy, Freedom, and Homeland Security.25 This Commission should be responsible for conducting a comprehensive legal and factual study on the United States efforts to further homeland security in a manner that protects privacy, civil liberties, and individual freedoms. The Commission should be charged with drafting findings and recommendations on, among other items, how agencies are

---

and should be assessing the privacy implications of new homeland security technologies before implementing them and deploying them. The Commission also should review and make recommendations on procedures for the federal government’s use of individual personal information from commercial databases and lists.